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Rita’s reminds me that life is sweet

Without visiting Rita’s of
Campbell, you may already be
familiar with it. The nationwide
dessert chain has thrived on the
east coast for decades. I, however,
had never even heard of Rita’s.
It’s been less than a month
since Tina Fisher and her husband
Arlin Fisher officially opened the
Italian ice and frozen custard
shop in Campbell, marking their
first-ever crack at operating their
own business.
Before this, Arlin worked for
the 7 Up Company and Tina as
a digital marketer. I didn’t know
what to expect so I decided to do
some research.
The shop’s website is rather
quirky. It’s fun to navigate and
spotlights images of frozen drinks
that look as though they’ve been
infused with neon. Some are
topped with a dollop of cream
while others look like milkshakes
you’d find at any other restaurant.
“Rita’s has two main
products,” Tina said. “We have
our Italian ice that’s made fresh
daily. We have 12 different
flavors. Some are all natural and
some have fruit infused in them.
And then we have our awardwinning frozen custard. We have
11 different flavors of that.”
I arrived on an empty
stomach, ready to acquaint it to
these somewhat exotic-looking
treats.
I kept my hopes high, but
had my doubts. As a chain, I
thought this Rita’s might have
that corporate kind of feel;
that artificial ambiance some
businesses adopt when profit
outweighs customer experience.
However, Rita’s of Campbell
exuded quite the opposite.
“Campbell’s
a
very
community focused, very familyfocused and fun, laid back (place),
and that’s what Rita’s signifies as
well,” Tina continued, “is that
community, that family-friendly,
have fun, enjoy yourself, life is
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Customers look over the menu and products as Rita's team
member Sara Van Dyke answers their questions.

Rita's of Campbell co-owner Tina Fisher prepares an Ice Flight.
This sampler allows customers to have a serving of four
different flavors of their choosing.
sweet (kind of feeling).”
Only one employee stood
behind the counter when I
arrived. This usually makes an
establishment feel vacant and
dull, but this employee welcomed
me with a smile and filled the
otherwise empty room with
positive energy.
Tina knew that I wrote for
Campbell Express and let me
sample as many flavors as my
stomach could handle. I struggled
to speak as she fed me spoonful
after spoonful of mind-boggling
flavored desserts. The frozen
treats were unlike any that I’d
ever tried.
I had my pick of the lot—
butter pecan, strawberry, coffee,
mango, whatever I wanted. The
options were as colorful as the
flavors and I had as much fun
picking out my samples as I did
eating them.
Most of the products
compared to traditional ice cream
but were actually much more
fulfilling.
The Italian ice was evenly
crushed and the custard was
fluffy yet firm. Tina explained

Special election results in

Only voters who are registered in the City of Campbell were
eligible to vote in this special measure election. The results as of 4
p.m. on April 26th include 6,560 returned ballots out of the 22,537
registered voters, bringing the voter turnout to roughly 29% in
Campbell.
Measure A passed with a high 85% support. Measure B did
not pass, in a narrower competition, with 64% opposed. Measure C
Passed, with 63% in favor. To see the election results yourself, follow
the Registrar of Voters at www.facebook.com/sccvote, twitter.com/
sccvote and sccvote.org.
Vote by Mail ballots may be counted if they are postmarked on
or before April 25 and arrive within three days of Election Day. The
Registrar of Voters’ Office is required to wait until Friday, April 28,
to determine the exact number of outstanding mail ballots before
adding them to the final results tally.
Voters who forgot to sign their ballot envelopes must complete
and return an Unsigned Ballot Statement form by 5:00 p.m. on
Wednesday, May 3, the eighth day after the election.
For more information, contact the Registrar of Voters’ Office at
1-408-299-VOTE (8683) or toll-free at 1-866-430-VOTE (8683), or
visit www.sccvote.org.

that, when flipped upside down, a
cup of this custard would hold its
shape in the cup.
Of the most memorable
was the mint cream ice (not ice
cream). It was icy and refreshing
but had a touch of cream that
made it irresistible. It was sweet,
Continued on page 6...

Even some pups got to enjoy a taste of Italian ice!

Letter to the Editor
Rebuilding Together Silicon
Valley
Thank you for your recent
coverage and promotion of
Rebuilding Together Silicon
Valley and our April 22nd
Rebuilding
Day
program,
engaging over 900 community
volunteers to provide critical
housing repairs for 28 local
homeowners and 7 non-profit
facilities.
Rebuilding Together Silicon
Valley (RTSV) believes that
everyone deserves to live in a
safe and healthy home. For 25
years, the agency has provided
home modifications and repairs
for low-income homeowners,
effectively preserving affordable
housing by improving home
safety and accessibility. Repairs
are also provided for nonprofit
organizations, allowing them to
focus on serving clients rather
than paying for facility repairs.
RTSV is an independent
affiliate of the national Rebuilding
Together organization that brings
together 200,000 volunteers
and completes 10,000 projects
each year. Within the Silicon
Valley affiliate, more than 1,500
volunteers gather annually to
complete safety and accessibility
repairs
and
improvements,
enabling residents to live in
warmth, safety and independence.
All work is provided at no cost
to the owner, with materials
provided through donations and
funds from area government,
businesses,
organizations,

faith communities and private
individuals. Since inception, over
32,000 local volunteers have
repaired over 3,000 homes and

non-profit community facilities
in the Silicon Valley community.
Thank
you,
Beverley
Jackson
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